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1. Vision statement 
This first person 3D running 

adventure game takes the player on 

a desperate parkour run through the 

streets of Bangkok in pursuit of his 

friends. The city has a dark, damp 

dystopian feel. If there was time the 

player could enjoy the classic noir scenes and revel in the melancholy of a city in 

disarray. But there is no time. Constant updates from the location of the player’s 

friends via his damaged phone compels them to keep running. The player can 

use their phone to check their progress, use it to identify key locations and 

possible ways to speed up their travel through the city. The player’s main skills 

and the challenges that lay before them are in their ability to traverse the city, on 

foot and at speed. They will leap across buildings, climb walls, leap onto passing 

khlong boats, climb onto the back of trains, steal a scooter that breaks down, and 



climb buildings to gather resources and find food. Stealth will be critical in 

avoiding the pursuing thugs and the crooked cops who would not only offer no 

help, but hand the player over to the thugs for a price. With no money, they must 

also be resourceful - steal food, scam tourists out of a few bucks, hide in dark 

corners of the city - but above all, they must keep going.  

The cacophony of Bangkok streets 

will fill the sound track and effects. 

Source music from passing Tuk 

Tuks, street stalls, and thumping 

night clubs will provide ample 

inspiration for the soundtrack. 

Voices calling “You want 

massage?”, “Tuk Tuk, temple tour?”, hawkers, street food vendors and crowds of 

tourists create a lively city with a human touch. Traffic jams and the rumble of a 

the city merge with tropical thunder storms to provide a visceral sub-bass 

vibration to the audio. On top of that, constructions sites, city wildlife, and running 

water from frequent heavy downpours  will keep the audio environment dynamic 

and responsive to the location of the player.   

The final challenge will come when the player reaches their friends only to find 

them well guarded by ruthless human traffickers. The climax of the game will see 

justice come to the gangsters and, hopefully, the release of their friends. There is 

nothing easy about this game. It is dark and oppressive however there is always 

the hope that they can save their friends and escape this nightmare. 



1.1 Game logline 

      Take on the city and run! 

1.2  Story introduction 

Everything is black. My eyelids feel like they have forgotten how to open. Pain is 

all I can feel. Pain. Everywhere. How? Why? Where? Slowly some memory of 

where my limbs are seeps into my consciousness. A little movement. A twitch. I’m 

horizontal … I think. The darkness begins to lift as sound enters my awareness. 

Dragging myself into an alertness is painful. Then the smells come. The dust I 

am dragging myself through on the floor. The booming in my skull is actually 

thunder - sometimes distant, then sometimes so close the brilliant flash comes 

along with the clang in my head. I make it 

to a shattered window and clumsily drag 

myself up to look out. That’s right, I am 

on holiday in Bangkok with my friends. 

Something has gone wrong, terribly 

wrong. I can feel it. It’s bad. Very bad. My 

phone, where is it? Still in my pocket, but the screen 

is cracked. Damn, I hope it works. Photos, maybe 

there are clues there. Power-up. Oh shit! Who is 

that? A video, what? The message is clear. My 

friends are gone. Taken actually. Beaten and 

dragged off. The video ends. I don’t know how I got 

away but judging from the current pain I’m, it was not 

easy. Where have they been taken? Think. Think! 

Alice had two phones. She bought a cheap local 



phone at the airport to use in Thailand but she may still have usual phone with 

GPS. Open the tracking app. Agh. There she is. The others must be with her. 

They’re moving … away. I’ve got to move, got to follow them, got to get them 

back before their phone goes dead. Or they go dead! I have no money. No other 

clothes. I know no-one here. There is only one thing I can do. Run. Bang bang! 

Someone is at the door. I am not waiting around to find out who it is. Out the 

window, onto an iron roof, then tumbling onto the street. Angry voices in the 

window behind me. Go! 

The rain soaked streets a 

full of hazards and 

obstacles but I must keep 

going using what ever is 

at my disposal. Following 

the GPS location of my 

friends my task is clear - I 

must catch up to them and 

find some way to release them from a very dark fate.  

Over the course of the game details about the abduction and the dark purposes 

of the gangsters becomes clear creating a building intensity compelling the 

player forward. The player needs to collect resources along the way that they will 

need when they eventually face the abductors. Cut scenes can be watched on 

the players cracked phone showing grabs of video the friends were able to 

capture and send warning, pleading and giving clues that they hope will aid in 

their release. These may include warnings from the gangsters themselves when 

they discover that they are being pursued by our brave player. But now, they 



know the player is coming! 

See Section 5. Story for complete Synopsis and Backstory 

2. Audience, Platform, and Marketing 
2.1  Target audience 

This game is intended for serious gamers of both genders from the age range of 

12 and above. The language and scenes the player encounters may be 

confronting since the Bangkok underbelly is not for the faint hearted. The theme 

of the human traffickers is a deeply disturbing dark side of Bangkok life. 

2.2  Platform 

The game will primarily be console based to enable rendering of HD city scapes 

and street scenes rich in audio atmosphere.  

3.  Gameplay 
3.1 Overview 

When the player discovers the plight of the friends in the custody of human 

traffickers, they are compelled into action. The form that action takes evolves 

throughout the game however the core mechanics involve parkour running where 

the player must leap, run, dodge, hide, climb and move with stealth through an 

urban jungle. Different threats such as gangsters sent to stop the player progress 

or corrupt police officials can come at the player from any side. 

3.2 Gameplay description 

Each gameplay scene provides an urban obstacle course that the player must 

perform a series of physical feats to pass through. Physical feats would include 



running, leaping, rolling, climbing, dodging vehicles, catching rides on passing 

vehicles and moving with stealth (see Figure 1: Sample Scene MDA). Along the 

way important pieces of information can be gathered, food must be sourced, 

treatment for injuries found and tools gathered that may assist with the 

achievement of the final goal.  

3.2.1 Game Progression

As each obstacle course is passed a new level opens. Story elements come to 

the player via the smartphone adding to the narrative. The smartphone feature 

Figure 1: A sample scene showing the core MDA elements and gameplay.



also enables additional means to deliver multimedia messages to the player 

including AR, text, news reports, video from the traffickers, music selection and 

translation. The player could also message from the phone. Physical challenges 

at each stage would gradually build in intensity by increasing the complexity of 

each physical challenge, adding more dramatic physical obstacles including 

explosions, and increasing the intensity of the soundtrack. 

3.2.2 Mission/challenge Structure

Initial obstacle courses will allow the player to orient themselves to the triggers 

for different physical moves. Subsequent challenges will require faster 

sequences of moves, greater variety of moves, and tougher penalties for failure. 

The mission is finally achieved once the player has caught up to the traffickers, 

formulated a plan and managed to release the captive friends. 

3.2.3 Puzzle Structure

Markers embedded within each scene will assist the player to identify targets to 

guide the player through the obstacles. The player will be able to improvise 

however some paths may lead to a dead end - literally. The selection of each 

physical manoeuvre will become increasingly critical and the exact execution 

increasingly precise.  

3.2.4 Objectives

The player will explore the dystopian underbelly of Bangkok city on foot providing 

a rich visual and audio experience while the final objective is to release the 

captured friends. 



3.2.5 Flowchart of gameplay

Physical feats must be planned and executed in a sequence (See Figure 1: 

Sample Scene MDA above). Some opportunity for improvisation is possible 

where alternative paths may be found however the final destination for each 

scene must be reached. 

 

3.2.6 Modes and other features

Interactions with local street vendors, street workers, taxi drivers and tuk tuk drivers may 

provide useful information, directions or be totally misleading. A stop at a local bar may 

Possible  
sequences  
of  
actions

Scene View 
Player plans path

Player selects 
first action

1st Action 
e.g. leap-roll

2nd Action 
e.g. run-dodge

Final Action 
e.g. Enter building

2nd Action 
e.g. hide

2nd Action 
e.g. climb

Select next 
Action

Miss 
return to try again



allow time for the player’s health to build. Details forming the unique street life of 

Bangkok provide ample opportunity for deep world building. 

3.3 Mechanics 

From a first person view or third person over the shoulder of the avatar, the player controls the 

motion of the avatar selecting appropriate physical manoeuvres in sequence while avoiding 

threats. The player may also toggle between a closeup view of the smartphone to examine 

messages and maps in more detail. 

3.3.1 Physics 

The physics of the game will closely resemble real world physics however the avatar will 

develop exceptional physical abilities that extend beyond what is humanly possible.  

3.3.2 Movement 

3.3.2.1 General Movement

Walking, running, crawling, leaping, climbing, roll-landing (e.g. from height or from a 

moving vehicle), balance, land-hold (e.g. leaping onto a ledge before pushing off in a 

new direction), crouch, and crouch walk. The player will also be able to look around to 

view the street scene, spot threats and plan paths. 



3.3.2.2 Other Movement

NPC motion will largely follow realistic commotion on street level. Consistent with a 

lively Bangkok street, there will be crowds of people, rain, scooters, tuk tuks, taxis, 

trucks and plenty of open bars. 

3.3.3 Objects 

3.3.3.1 Picking Up Objects

Food, maps, tools or other useful materials. 

3.3.3.2 Moving Objects

Vehicles, trains, planes, tuk tuks, scooters, bicycles, skateboards, trucks, buses, subway, 

street stalls and food stands. Sometimes these vehicles can be used to aid the player 

progress. 

3.3.4 Actions 

3.3.4.1 Switches and Buttons

Opening doors, turning on lights in rooms, vehicle door handles, ignition switches and 

pressing buttons on the smartphone. 

3.3.4.2 Picking Up, Carrying and Dropping

Food, medical supplies, tools, and clothing. 

3.3.4.3 Talking

Not required. 



3.3.4.4 Reading

Messages via the player smartphone. 

3.4 Controls 

Console controller or keyboard (WASD) to move. Specialised mapping of key controls 

or controller buttons for physical feats. 

3.4.1 Interfaces


The aim of the UI for this 

game is to reduce the 

need for non-diegetic 

elements and place most 

resources and 

information within the 

smartphone interface 

(see UI 1.). This can be 

pulled into view by the 

player in much the same 

way as we do on a daily 

basis. Most times we can 

take a quick glance to 

orient ourselves or to 

view a message (see UI. 

2). We can also move the 

phone nearer to our face 



to get a closer look at the 

screen when we want to 

see the detail of a map, 

video or text. Audio cues 

can be provided to alert the 

player to new information. 

Augmented Reality can 

also be simulated when the 

smartphone is held up 

close to the viewer’s eyes 

and the AR app opened to 

provide additional spatial 

UI elements in a diegetic 

interface (see UI. 4). Some 

meta elements can also be 

provided via the phone 

screen. For example, a 

health app could show key 

player data such as health 

but also distance traveled. Newspapers and TV screens in bars can provide 

additional spatial UI elements.  

The Images UI 1, 2, 3, and 4 show the various positions that the smartphone can 

be placed and how the AR can become the dominant view of the player. 

Navigation through the game can be embedded within the smartphone with an 

“Options” button that takes the player into the non-diegetic aspects of the game 



such as settings, setup features and the game lobby. 

3.4.2 Rules

Although physical feats are hyper-realistic, they generally follow real world 

physics and physical limitations.  

3.4.3 Scoring/winning conditions

Scores are awarded based on the number and difficulty level of each physical 

manoeuvre. As the player score increases, more difficult skills are added to the 

repertoire of manoeuvres thus providing additional opportunities to score. 

Additional points also can be spent on food, medical supplies or additional items. 

Health points diminish if the player does not seek rest, food or medical 

assistance to heal injuries and recover after long periods of running. The winning 

condition includes a minimum level of points scored as well as victory in 

releasing the captive friends. 

3.5 Levels 

The player processes through street scenes with each requiring increasingly complex sequences 

of movement and more precise timing of actions. Additional threats at each level also increase 

the intensity as the player closes in on the traffickers.  



3.5.1 Player Skill Levels 

Level 1 
Intro to core mechanics

Level 2 
Extending core mechanics

Level 3 
Additional threats

Skirmish with 
gangsters 

Level 4 
Additional actions

Level 5 
Top level actions with 
complex sequences

Skirmish with 
gangsters 

Level 6 
Top level actions. 
Drawing near to 

traffickers.

Level 7 
Final run to position for 

final assault to free 
friends.

Final Skirmish to 
Free Friends.

Full story path and game levels (see 3.6 below for description)



Figure 2: Story Path and levels.



3.6 Challenge Levels 

(See Figure 2: Story Path above) 

	 3.6.1 Street run

The first knock at the door launches our protagonist into action. They must leap 

out an apartment window several levels above the street and clammer down, 

clinging to whatever is available to grab onto. This is early morning just before 

sunrise so the sky is red and the street dimly lit. No rain but the sky a deep 

colour, the air is heavy with a misty humidity and the street damp from recent 

downpours. Trash covers the ground, remnants of the previous night parties lay 

strewn across the footpath, street vendors are wheeling their carts back to their 

hidden parking spots and the last few party revellers are catching cabs to their 

hotels. Footpaths, if existent, are broken so most people use the road itself at the 

peril of being hit by a taxi scooter, tuk tuk or an array of other vehicles. Soi 

architecture is a shambles of cheap bar outfits, high-end night clubs with blinding 

purple neon lights, the local 711, restaurants, high-rise apartment buildings and 

an array of buildings that are either half built or half torn down. A cacophony of 

music still lingers on from each venue although the live bands are long gone. 

Venues will need interiors built so the player is able to enter to either hide, talk to 

locals or have a quiet drink to soak in the atmosphere. 

Buried deep in the soi is the player’s first refuge. A classic local district Buddhist 

temple. Monks are already entering and leaving since their day begins at 4am. 

Our protagonist stumbles into the temple seeking refuge. Hypnotised by the 

monk chants, the incense smoke and low lighting, our player recovers some of 



their strength. 

	 3.6.2 First Challenge: Bangkok Soi

Our protagonist’s rest is broken by a message on the cracked smartphone. The 

meditation has given our player a glimpse into another reality but they must keep 

moving. Too much time has been lost already. The day is bright, a baking sun 

cooks the streets which are now in full flow Bangkok rush hour. Vehicles, even 

scooters, move too slow so the player must make their way along a regular soi 

dodging pedestrians, scooters, taxis, tuk tuks, buses, trucks and street vendors. 

Buildings are very close to the street so makeshift awnings, clusters of power 

cables, balconies and power poles provide ample opportunity for the player to 

explore basic game mechanics of avatar movement. The player can spend some 

time perfecting their moves along this street. The challenge ends at a large, busy 

intersection where leaping across a slow moving gridlocked commuter traffic 

takes the player into the second challenge. 

	 3.6.3 Second Challenge: Street market

Bangkok street markets are a seemingly chaotic array of tents, shades, trestles, 

coal burners for cooking, racks of knock-off brands, live eels, open meat stalls, 

spices, and every shade of rice. Walkways are extremely cramped forcing the 

player to leap onto leaning power poles, the walls of rusted sheds, and over a 

makeshift market roof looking down on bustling crowds. Evening approaches and 

sudden downpours of rain are common keeping the air thick with heat and 

moisture. There is no clear path through these markets yet there is still enough 

for the player to leap onto, climb and crawl through (such as under street seller 



stands) to get to the other side. Upon reaching the other side, the player is met 

by a khlong, one of the many water canals that cut through Bangkok, containing 

everything you can imagine a big city water way would contain. The water is 

black and in constant motion due to the commuter khlong boats that plow 

through the sludge with reckless intent. This leads the player to the next level. 

	 3.6.4 Third Challenge: Khlong boat

Concrete paths provide a walkway along the khlong but to get to the other side 

by entering the water would be … unimaginable. Spotting the passing boats the 

player can find walls along the path to climb onto then leap onto the passing boat 

then rapidly find an opportunity to leap off onto an over hanging tree rooted to the 

opposite bank. The banks are extremely rough concrete walls that look like they 

could tumble into the water at any moment. Looking up from the concrete path 

along the khlong, the player can see that after climbing to the top of tree they can 

leap onto a low (approximately 3 story) building which is connected to 

increasingly higher buildings. These buildings have many ledges, broken 

windows, rusted drainpipes and cables for the player to plan their path. These 

are close so the leaping and climbing at this level is not too challenging since the 

player is only just beginning to grasp the avatar movement mechanics. The level 

ends at a construction site. The sun has it’s usual dull glow as it approaches the 

horizon. The day is ending but there is plenty of action still to come. 

	 3.6.5 Fourth Challenge: Construction site

Bangkok is filled with half completed, half torn down and totally abandoned 

construction sites. This multi-storey (approximately 15 stories) construction site is 

full of cranes, earth moving equipment, piles of rubble, deep holes, and the 

poorly constructed corrugated iron migrant worker habitations. The building is a 



concrete shell with minimal interior walls, exposed beams and bare stairwells - 

plenty for our player to leap, climb and run through. The aim is to clammer to the 

top floor of this low rise building to catch a final view of the setting sun and watch 

the city lights of Bangkok twitch into action. This is a moment of rest as a small 

group of workers offer our protagonist some water and their rice. It is time for the 

player to descend back to street level where from the vantage point on the 

construction site, the player can see a brightly lit party street just beginning to 

wake up. More food, news and dangers linger here in the next level. 

	 3.6.6 Fifth Challenge: back down to street level

This level will mimic much of 3.5.1 however this is now a street that is coming 

alive and the music is already pumping onto the street from every angle. Once 

again, downpours come and go as the player must get down to street level either 

by climbing or fashioning a large plastic sheet from the worksite to rig a makeshift 

parachute glider. On the street, the player is met with the usual Bangkok street 

life of vendors, drunken tourists soon to be swindled of their money, street 

vendors, massage houses aplenty and a crunch of traffic trying to get through 

this gauntlet. There is plenty for the player to leap onto, climb over, shimmy along 

and many dark corners to hide in. A stop at a local bar might provide some 

needed food - the player cannot pay so a quick run from the premise is the only 

escape. To escape the clutter of the street the player sees a dark opening into 

the under city drainage system and the next level. 

	 3.6.7 Sixth Challenge: Sewer fun

This is not a healthy place to be. Rats, cats and other suffering animals infest 

every corner. The player must run, swim, climb exposed beams and pipes, and 

float over dark pools to navigate the horrible dark tunnels to emerge at the next 



level, a floating market. 

	 3.6.8 Seventh Challenge: Floating market

After surviving the sewers, emerging onto a floating market is welcome relief. The 

floating exists as a conglomeration of anything that can float and keep upright 

long enough to host items to be sold. Long boats crowded with tourists, delivery 

couriers, and random other floating vehicles provide the player with plenty of 

places to jump, hold and leap again. Crowded concrete banks (concrete is clearly 

the building material of choice in Bangkok) are also lined with vendors and 

crowds to the match. Lighting is a patchwork of precariously hung light bulbs, 

spotlights and decorative strings of light bulbs all only just holding back the dark 

while fighting the rain that threatens to short out and burn each small structure to 

the ground. The player needs low roofs, boats, dangling cables and trees to leap 

between to make their way to the far end of the market and the next level. To 

enter the next level the player must leap onto the top of a passing taxi shuffling 

by looking for customers.  

	 3.6.9 Eighth Challenge: Over the BTS train

Bangkok is serviced by a reliable BTS sky train located on massive concrete 

pillars holding it high above the clogged city streets. The player must leap off the 

taxi, landing with a roll then leaping up to dodge cars crammed into a busy street 

such as Sukhumvit. Using nearby buildings, power polls, walkway covers and 

sheltering roofs of the BTS station, the player can eventually climb up onto the 

roof of the BTS station. Dodging the high voltage electric cabling, the player can 

leap onto the roof of a BTS train stopping to collect regular customers. This 

service runs late into the night. The surrounding vista is filled with high-rise 

buildings, tall trees, building sites and shopping centres. As the train moves 



through the Bangkok landscape, the target building - the famous Bangkok “Ghost 

Tower” (the Sarthorn Unique Tower) - comes into view.  

	 3.6.10 Ninth Challenge: Scale the first Ghost tower

Before the great Sarthorn Unique Tower can be reached, the player must first be 

challenged on a lower level ghost tower. The BTS will pass one of these where 

the player must leap from the moving train as it slows into a station. A 

conglomeration of street cabling above the street is the initial target from which 

the player must balance and climb their way past the poorly constructed outer 

perimeter security fencing around the abandoned building site. This building will 

appear similar to the 3.5.5 building site with the main difference being that this 

site is creepy. Covered in graffiti, hosting bird nests, superstitious signs and many 

areas where the building has actually collapsed. Squatters are a plenty however 

it is not clear that they are with good intent. Glimpses of the Bangkok cityscape 

come into view at times but the player is focussed on getting through this maze 

to the next level which is across a labyrinth of  abandoned cranes, I-beams and 

various half completed structures.  

	 3.6.11 Tenth Challenge: Climbing between buildings

Now high above the streets, the player must carefully navigate a maze of building 

concrete (yes, concrete again) skeletons, I-beams, and crumpling cranes to 

reach from one building to the next. This bypasses many threats that exist down 

at street level as the player approaches the main target. This action happens at 

night time to avoid detection so lighting is scant and the terrain treacherous. 

Vistas of the Bangkok city open up to make this scene quite spectacular while 

looking down will make the player’s skin crawl. A distant setting sun would add a 

red tinge giving the atmosphere a dark brooding glow. The player passes through 



the next tower to reach a point were the Sathorn Unique Tower is in full view. This 

level ends with the player looking across to the tower however climbing down to 

the street is the only option. Armed thugs are visible on the street but that is the 

only way. 

	 3.6.12 Eleventh Challenge: Back down to street level	 

The Bangkok street is a familiar scene for our player (see previous descriptions) 

however now, the street has many more eyes, armed thugs roam the street 

looking for the player who they now know is coming. Careful planning is needed 

from the vantage point on the neighbouring tower for the player to slide down a 

power cable zip-line style using a piece of broken machinery. Dodging amongst 

the street level revellers and passing vehicles the player approaches the decrepit 

security fence, cuts the wire and enters ready for the final stages. Again, at night 

time which always features frequent downpours of rain. This stage is dark and 

desperate. Time is short and the threats are everywhere. Once inside, the final 

scaling of the mammoth building begins. 

	 3.6.13 Twelfth Challenge: Scale the Sathorn Unique Tower

This is not an easy task. Every skill learnt so far is called for. Heavily armed 

thugs appear at many points throughout the Sathorn Unique Tower. Climbing the 

unfinished stairs is not possible because the guards are there so the player must 

use all their abilities to climb the empty lift well. Using the cabling and a counter 

balancing weight enables the player to pass up many levels quickly albeit with an 

extremely risky manoeuvre. This tower will use many features from previous 

buildings sites and ghost towers however the scale will be huge. Also, accuracy 



to the features of the real tower would add a level of authenticity to this 

experience. This Youtube video provides valuable insight into both the structure 

and the possible free running manoeuvres possible here. This video is set in 

Shanghai but provides inspiration for the stealth and physical feats required. At 

1:43 the view of the city is mystical and provides a great example of the scene 

design. The end (2:20 onwards) of this video is almost unwatchable but contains 

the core thrill of this game. The views out over the city are spectacular and form 

the ideal backdrop to the upcoming action.  

	 3.6.14 Finale Part 1: Approaching the traffickers

This action occurs in the upper most levels of the iconic Sathorn Unique Tower 

where key features of the architecture need to be clearly designed. Views across 

Bangkok city will be key to setting the grandeur of this scene. The player must 

dodge past the guards through skilful leaps, well timed runs, risky leaps between 

levels, climbing around thin ledges and across crumbling walls. This video shows 

some of the key design elements of this tower. A storm brews over Bangkok with 

spectacular lightning and huge heavy tropical clouds provide a mammoth 

backdrop. 

	 3.6.15 Finale Part 2: Defeat of the traffickers

This action also occurs in the upper most levels of the iconic Sathorn Unique 

Tower. The storm has hit, the wind is wild, water pours from every ledge, 

confusion ensues. This is the player’s opportunity to crash past the traffickers, 

release his friends and escape. The player discovers a vast array of cages 

holding any number of victims waiting for sale. During the game play, the player 

has collected a wide range of ad hoc weapons. Fireworks, binoculars, rope, 

climbing equipment and harnesses. These are used in the midst of this storm to 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XYUxHhF0LZk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLDYtH1RH-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLDYtH1RH-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XYUxHhF0LZk


draw the attention of authorities to the tower with fireworks that also disorient the 

captors and the harnesses are used not the empty lift wells to connect to the 

cabling and abseil to safety. 

	 3.6.16 The reward: On a tropical island

In stark contrast to the entire game, our friends end up on a remote tropical 

island in Thailand to enjoy the natural beauty of this country. There is no game 

play here, just cutscenes and beach vistas. 

4  Game Characters 
 
4.1 Character Design 

Characters will be based on realistic 
renderings of the wide range of people seen on 
Bangkok streets. Figure 3 shows a range of 
clothing worn and variety of cultures present. 
Clothing is predominantly suitable for a hot 
humid climate.  

4.2 Types 

4.2.1 PCs

The PC is an average height male or female of 5 ½ feet tall 
named Jep or Arna. They begin the game with average athletic 
abilities however as skills and abilities are built throughout the 
game exceptional gymnastic skills become almost superhuman. 
For example, the ability to leap across large gaps or swing from 
handholds to flip around obstacles or to hold onto the top of a 
moving vehicle or to perform backflips or hang from a thin ledge. 
The PC clothing might include denim jeans or track pants, street 
skater shoes, tight t-shirt and a bandana or cap (see figure 4).  

Figure 3. 
Pratunam, 
Bangkok, 
Photograph by 
Nakhon100, 
https://
commons.wiki
media.org/
wiki/
File:Pratunam,
_Bangkok_(37
06650360).jpg

Figure 4 https://pxhere.com/en/photo/368596



4.2.2 NPCs

Bangkok Street Runner includes many NPCs because game play is located in a busy city 
with a vibrant street life. 

	 4.2.2.1 Enemies: Traffickers

Use a mix of cultural symbology to keep the nationality of the traffickers ambiguous. 
Symbols could be Russian, Thai, Chinese, European or other Western references. 
Boss : A single ringleader dressed in a poor fitting dirty suit. 
Inner core : 5 henchmen guarding the hostages dressed in what are obviously label 
knock-offs but torn and dirty. 
Thugs : numerous serious looking characters who are chasing the player. 
Thai Police : these characters are dressed in the standard either grey or dark charcoal 
black uniforms and are almost all male.  

	 4.2.2.2 Friends and allies

Friends are people the player encounters during their pursuit. These may include: 
Monks : dressed in the traditional Buddhist brown or saffron dyed robes. 
Tourists : a wide range of nationalities speaking a wide range of languages. The player 
may meet these characters in bars or on the street where they may strike up a 
conversation. 
Thai : a wide range of Thai nationals some of whom can speak English and assist the 
player with directions or other guidance. 

• Street vendors: street food, clothing, watches, Thai trinkets. 
• Bar owners 
• Taxi and tuk tuk drivers 
• Prostitutes 
• Lady-boys 
• Shop owners 
• Shoppers 

	 4.2.2.3 Neutral

For each of the above characters there will need to be a wide range of people who will 
form the crowds walking up and down the streets, waiting at train stations and occupying 
seats at bars and restaurants.   



	 4.2.2.4 others

No other characters. 

	 4.2.2.5 Guidelines

There are three different levels of NPCs: 

• Direct threats: pursuing thugs, guards and trafficker boss. 
• Indirect threats: police, regular passers by who may identify the protagonist blowing 

their cover and inadvertently alerting the thugs to the location of the player character. 
• Neutrals: extras forming the throngs of people on Bangkok streets. 
• Friendlies: People who offer help, food, drink, guidance and advice. 

	 4.2.2.6 Traits

Bangkok streets are filled with people from all over the world speaking a wide array of 
languages. Most completely ignore the PCs presence while others may be aggressive and 
others offering friendly smiles. It would be important for the game AI to be able to add 
variety to these crowds of faces by slightly altering appearances and altering languages 
spoken. Bringing these voices into a 3D space with parameters that respond to the 
players position and movement. As the player leaps off the street to use buildings and 
other structures to traverse the city, the bustle of the street is still audible but left below 
while the player moves more freely above them. 

	 4.2.2.7 Behaviour 

All NPCs will generally follow realistic rules of physics and motion.  

	 4.2.2.8 AI

The AI will provide subtle variation to crowd NPCs to bring a natural variety to the 
appearance and languages spoken as the player passes through or near crowds. 



 

4.3 Character Web 
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5.  Story 
5.1 Synopsis 

Our protagonist wakes in pain, hardly able to open their eyes. Gradually the blurred vision clears 

and the desperate nature of the player’s plight becomes apparent. Scrambling around the dusty, 

mouldy apartment room the player finds their phone, screen cracked but containing images, pleas 

for help messages, and finally a video that confirms that the friends have been taken. An angry 

knock at the door launches the player into action, both fleeing the pursuing thugs while also 

searching the streets of Bangkok for the friends who are in grave danger. Gradually, the 

desperate plight of the friends becomes increasingly clear as the player discovers that they have 

been captured by human traffickers who see them as valuable commodities ripe for sale to the 

highest bidder. 

The story unfolds as the player passes through stages of grief - denial, anger, depression, 

bargaining then acceptance. This path parallels Joseph Campbell’s heroes journey that leads the 

player from reluctantly staggering through the streets of Bangkok to a point where acceptance 

comes gradually as does additional skills and successes over increasingly challenging obstacles. 

The build in intensity increases as the scenes the player passes through become more vast in 

scale - from local soi (streets) to scaling vast high rise buildings with views across the city 

watching thunderstorms roll in across the sky. All the while messages via the player’s damaged 

smartphone compel the player forward with ever greater desperation. The finale comes when the 

player catches up to the traffickers and, using all that they have learnt so far, overcome and 

release the captive friends. The reward, the player and their friends escape to a remote Thai 

island sipping cocktails and watching stunning sunsets from their beach chairs.    



5.2 Complete Story 

This is a story of personal awakening. From an aimless back packer with little purpose in life, the 

player is transformed gradually into a skilful and resourceful hero. From the groggy beginnings 

in the mouldy hotel room, the player rediscovers childhood parkour skills combined with long 

forgotten martial arts moves, to be able to take on increasingly spectacular challenges. From the 

dark soggy soi to Bangkok’s most famous high rise ghost towers, the Sathorn Unique Tower, the 

player literally scales high. “Ghost towers” are buildings across Bangkok where for one 

nefarious reason or another, construction funding ceased and the empty shell of a massive high 

rise is left to rot.  

The initial denial of this tragic circumstance is rapidly dispelled by the awareness of the angry 

pursuers pushing the player into action. Anger marks the early stages of the player’s journey as 

they fight against their challenge however this anger is of little use. Depression sets in as the 

player realises there is no way out of this predicament and their only path is forward to rescue the 

friends. As information comes into the smartphone, a clearer understanding builds of the danger 

the friends are in. A communication channel is opened with the captors, the player moves to 

bargain with the traffickers. Gathering resources and knowledge the player may attempt to 

outsmart the traffickers and barter for the release of the friends but it becomes apparent that this 

is fruitless however it does have the consequence of slowing the progress of the traffickers and 

creates opportunities for the player to overtake them. Acceptance comes as the player approaches 

the traffickers who are temporarily hiding out in the infamous Sathorn Unique Tower. The heroes 

path is complete when the captors are vanquished, the friends released and they continue their 

holiday in the comfort of a remote island resort. 



Each parkour challenge the player faces will require careful assessment of the infrastructure and 

resources available for the player to make their moves. This may involve climbing, jumping, 

rolling, dodging, leaping, sliding and even gliding if the right resources can be found.  

Resting locations in temples, bars and at street vendors will provide insight into Thai culture 

while providing important advice needed to overcome upcoming challenges, track down the 

traffickers and release the captives. Thai legends, Buddhist mythologies, and street wisdom add 

cultural depth to the player’s journey as they enter local bars, meditate in temples and eat from 

street vendors. Key phrases in Thai will only add to the challenge and fun of this experience.   

5.3 Backstory 

This story starts as an aimless backpacker’s wanderings through 

South East Asia - a very well trodden path. The setting is 

beautiful - the rice fields, the beaches, the tuk tuk rides, the 

markets, the people - everything is chill. That is until the 

carefree travellers arrive in Bangkok where truly anything can 

and does happen.  

 

The Sathorn Unique Tower, also known as Ghost Tower, is a 

skeleton of what was to become a luxurious condominium. 

Many myths hang over this site including being haunted by a 

Swedish man who committed suicide in the building but even more dark is the legend of the 

ancient burial ground it is allegedly built on. What is known is that the architect was arrested in 

1993 for conspiracy to assassination. In 1997, over 300 other high-rise building projects across 

Sarthorn Unique Tower, 
Bangkok, 2008, 
Wikimedia, by neajjean



Bangkok were also interrupted by the Asian 

financial crisis adding to the potential sites 

for our protagonist to explore, scale and 

traverse.  

Thailand is also unfortunately unique in it 

that it is a country of origin, a destination and 

a transit for human trafficking. Read more at 

the UN-ACT United Nations Action for 

Cooperation against Trafficking in Persons (http://un-act.org/thailand/ ). Victims are trafficked to 

regions all around the world including the US, Europe, the Middle East and Asia for forced 

labour, sexual exploitation and domestic service. Poorer neighbouring countries such as Lao 

PDR, Myanmar, Cambodia and Viet Nam are a source for victims while the comparative wealth 

of Thailand attracts economic migrants who are extremely vulnerable to exploitation. The crime 

syndicates are well organised and seize on opportunities to profit through cheating and coercing 

vulnerable people. Corruption both locally and internationally enables these practices to 

continue. While the Bangkok Street Runner game is primarily about the player experience, 

embedding truths about human exploitation in Thailand will help to raise awareness of this vast 

and devastating problem with the hope of compelling governments to take more action.  

5.4 Narrative devices 

The backstories to this game precede the player experience lending weight by the seriousness of 

the theme of human trafficking. This is truly something worth fighting against. The cultural 

View front the top of Sarthorn Unique Tower, 
Bangkok, 2008, Wikimedia.

http://un-act.org/thailand/


references and themes add to the authenticity of the location bringing depth to the player 

experience while interesting sites such as the Sathorn Unique Tower add interesting insights. 

Foreshadowing via the player’s smartphone both provides important information to the player 

while also increasing the intensity of the emotional experience.  

The waking scene at the very beginning of the game provides the narrative hook. The core 

context of the plot and the desperate nature of the challenge becomes immediately clear however 

the full story is one that unfolds gradually throughout the gameplay.  

The story occurs from a first person view. 

The final victory over the traffickers is one of poetic justice. Human trafficking is a perverted 

practice that requires justice to be served. The traffickers become an international story exposing 

the vastness of the challenge in Thailand and compelling governments to take action. The 

traffickers are not killed by our protagonist but spend their lives in captivity - a Thai jail no-less. 

This is poetic justice. 

5.4 Subplots 

	 	 5.4.1 Subplot 1

The personal struggle of the player who passes through an emotional heroes journey   

of self actualisation. The journey is one from an aimless back packer to a person with   

a renewed grasp on their future and the drive to take on the challenges of their world. 



	 	 5.4.2 Subplot 2

The extent of human trafficking in Thailand and the wealthy countries it supplies    

becomes an embedded aspect of this story. The player will come in contact with    

human traffickers, experience their savagery and leave detesting their practices. 

	 	 5.4.3 Subplot 3

The player’s experience is also one of discovery as they explore the gritty reality of   

life in Bangkok. Cultural information and local insights true to modern Thailand will   

add a depth to the player’s experience. 

6  The Game 
6.1 Overview 

This game is set in Bangkok so accurate references to the features of life in this 

city add to the unique setting and authenticity of the action that happens here. 

The rough and highly variable architecture of Bangkok as well as the vibrant 

street life offers plenty of visual interest and many opportunities for parkour 

where the player requires access to a wide variety of physical structures to 

interact with. 

6.2 Key Locations 

Each level as listed in section 3.5 features a specific location with unique 

physical features - building sites, khlongs, soi, markets, floating markets and the 

finale in the iconic ghost tower. Referencing key aspects of each of these sites to 



remain true to the experience of Bangkok is important so site research will be 

essential. The Sathorn Unique Tower holds the most mystique, fame and key 

design features so specific site research will be important here. Other street, 

market and building site scenes will not need such site specific design. 

6.3 Travel 

This game features movement across Bangkok so research about the feasibility 

of travel on foot along different routes will be important.  

6.4 Mapping 

Mapping will be critical to the flow of this game since many of the mapped 

features will appear on the player’s smartphone. A Google maps like interface will 

suffice however the exact cartography will be an adaptation of the real Bangkok 

landscape. It will not be too difficult to map a range of possible routes for the 

player to take across the current Bangkok map. 

6.5 Scale 

The setting of Bangkok Street Runner is realistic although the mystical and more 

ethereal aspects of the deep Bangkok nightlife will allow the design of this game 

to be quite expansive while also retaining enough realism to keep the player in 

what could be a true Bangkok street experience. 

6.6 Physical objects 

As alluded to above, a photographic survey of Bangkok’s diverse city and street 

scape will provide a wide palette of physical shapes, forms, lines and structures 

to craft dynamic dystopian scenes that also give the player plenty of places to 

launch, land, scuttle, leap and tumble around. 



6.7 Weather conditions 

The dark dystopian tones of this game will be accentuated by frequent 

downpours of rain, red sunsets, and booming thunderstorms. Weather can be 

clear or form a stark backdrop during times that the player choses to enter the 

many available temples for moments of mediation and recuperation.  

6.8 Day and night 

Most of this game will be set in the dusk, early morning or deep night when the 

mood can be in the colour palette of half light or the dimly lit street scenes. One 

early scene could be set in the heat of the day to highlight the dangers of moving 

in full daylight. The final scene on the tropical beach will be a light and sunny 

contrast providing a stark contrast to the rest of the game.  

6.9 Time 

This game will occur over a matter of days allowing sufficient reasonable time for 

the player to traverse the city, recuperate in bars and temples and while also 

completing the challenge. The passing of time will be mostly emphasised by 

messages on the smartphone. 

6.10 Physics 

Motion will be hyperrealistic where the basic physics engine will emulate real 

world motion however the regular laws of motion and what is possible by a 

regular human will be stretched to create an almost superhero experience toward 

the end of the game.  



6.1 Society and culture 

Providing accurate and well researched references to Thai culture, beliefs, food, 

and the language will give this game a deeper level of realism and interest. 

Players who have travelled to Thailand will enjoy the memories it inspires while 

those who have never been here will gain insight into a place worth exploring. 

References to the realities of human trafficking in the region will also add a level 

of social justice to this game so careful research is required to ensure that myths 

are not perpetuated and the realities emphasised. 

 7  Media List  

7.1 Character Design

• Thai pop music. 

• Thai language VO and street ambience. 

• Source music - indistinct covers, night club DM. 

• Ambient city sounds 

• Building site soundscape 

• Nature : birds, crickets, frogs. 

• BTS train passing 

• Traffic - en masse as well as individual vehicle sounds to weave into the 

soundscape. 

• Passing tuk tuks with loud sound systems 



• Rain - wide range from light to heavy, distant to close. 

• Thunder - wide range. 

7.2 Interface

Audio:  

 - Message alerts. 

 - Proximity alerts based on GPS location. 

 - Voice messages from friends. 

Video:  

 - video messages from the traffickers and friends. 

 - news feeds. 

 - simulations of hacked CCTV footage. These could also be used to show 

replays of the player actions. 

Images: 

 - Maps simulating Google maps. 

 - AR elements showing paths and target points (see UI. 4). 

 - App icons. 



  

Links: 

 - links to in-game access to wikipedia and some Youtube videos would 

allow the user   to research more information about Thailand. 

7.3 Characters 

✦ Random dialogue in a wide range of languages: German, Dutch, Chinese, 

Thai, Korean, French, Spanish, American English, British English, Australian 

English, Russian, Swedish, Portuguese, Hebrew, Hindi, Arabic, Egyptian, 

Punjabi, Urdu, Tamil, Indonesian, Telugu, Malay, and Khmer. 

✦ Street vendors yelling prices and offering products in a mix of Thai and English. 

✦ Taxi and tuk tuk drivers offering rides in Thai and English. 

✦ Dialogue: extensive dialogue in English for friendly and helpful NPCs offering 

advice, suggestions, warnings, social chat and drunken slurs.  

✦ Trafficker boss and thugs who can be heard via the player’s smartphone so 

audio will be filtered to replicate a phone speaker. 

RUN !! 
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